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Deficit of 400 ktons of refined zinc in 2017








Sphalerite is hard to prospect
One of the most resistive sulphide
Density < other sulphides
Non-magnetic
4
Geophysics on Zn ore deposit
5Modified after Bishop et al. 1999
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4%Zn
5% Zn, 2% Pb
SandstonesSandstones






Sphalerite+ galena (10%)+ 
pyrite/marcasite ore
10 30
Sphalerite + galena ore (10%) 20 20
Sphalerite ore (10%) 50 15
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Inversion parameter
Inversion using CRTomo inversion code 
(Kemna 2000)
𝛹 𝑚 = 𝑊𝑑(𝑑 − 𝑓 𝑚 )
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Incorporation of prior information
Ψ 𝑚 = 𝑊𝑑(𝐷 − 𝑓 𝑚 )




Smoothness-constraint inversion Reference model inversion
Incorporation of prior information
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Step 1: Gridding
Inversion using reference model with average resistivity and weight for each cell
Average resistivity
Weight 1













Incorporation of prior information
+
– Include ponctual reliable data in the model
– Decrease the number of mathematical solutions
– Local modification of the solution
– Reliable info beyond the DOI limit
-
– No petrophysical information about mineralization
– Ponctual information
– Projection of the data on the grid
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Conclusion
• Constraints improve quality of the signal 
especially beyond the DOI at depth
• Improve the structure of the mineralization
• Weight and prior value have locally big impact 
(no petrophysical info)
• Careful with emplacement of the drill
• No geological info insert because of faults 27
Questions?
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